Llanrhian Connected Community Survey Winter 2021/22
Thank you to everyone who took part in our recent Connected Community survey. The
objective of this document is to share the responses with our local community and outline
the action plan based on the survey findings.

Summary
•
•
•
•
•

•

Of the 61 responses received, 87% rated community life as important/very
important to them.
The majority of respondents (59%) are currently satisfied/very satisfied with
community life in our area, although three main areas for improvement were
identified.
The three key themes identified are: more opportunities for interaction; better
communication/more local information; improved infrastructure.
The Connected Community team are now working on an improved communication
framework, including: a Community Calendar, monthly e-Bulletins, re-launching Llais
Rhian and a broader network of physical noticeboards.
Improved communication will raise awareness of current opportunities to interact.
Ideas are needed for new activities/groups and Connected Community can support
the launch of these new initiatives.
Infrastructure improvements are longer-term and require coordination with a variety
of stakeholders. Local residents can support the improvements project at Trefin
playground. Affordable housing and sustainable tourism are two further areas
where residents can help shape the future direction of our community.

The main body of this report contains additional information on all of these points and
provides a more detailed analysis of the survey findings.
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Background
Llanrhian Connected Community is a project that is working to create a stronger and more
resilient local community across the Llanrhian ward. Funded by the Enhancing
Pembrokeshire grant and Llanrhian Community Council, its aim is to help support and
promote existing local community groups thereby strengthening local connections, and
understand the current and future needs of the community to create a long-term vision for
the betterment of our area.
This first Connected Community survey is therefore an important step in helping define a
future vision. Focused on two main topics – community and communication, the survey
posed a series of questions to explore current satisfaction with community life and asked
respondents to identify areas for improvement. Further questions were asked about
methods currently used to gain information about what’s happening in our community and
communication preferences for the future.

When thinking about their local
community, respondents were
asked to consider the area
outlined in white on this map.

Survey Methods & Analysis
The survey was run on Microsoft Forms between November 2021 and February 2022. It was
launched at the “This Is Your Community” event (October 2021) and advertised via the
Connected Community website and Facebook page in addition to Councillor Neil Prior’s
community newsletter and Facebook page. Three “in-person” survey sessions were offered
at Caffi y Ragna for community members who are not online or who preferred a paper
survey.
A few questions were of the “tick-box” type and are reported as percentages of respondents
selecting that option. Most questions allowed respondents to reply with free text to
encourage unprompted feedback. When analysing these comments, we have grouped
them into themes and, where possible, counted the frequency with which each theme was
referenced. As such, the analysis is not an exact science but we have been thorough and
extracted as much information as possible to stimulate further conversations and inform
future activities. Any mistakes or omissions are unintended.
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The results of the survey, and subsequent future actions, are set out below:

Survey Results
At the time of analysis, 61 responses had been received and are included in and inform this
report.
37 of the respondents indicated they would like to be kept up to date on the survey findings
and 30 would like to get involved in developing the next steps following the survey results.

Current Satisfaction & Importance Of Community Life
Overall, 59% of
respondents were either
satisfied or very satisfied
with community life in our
area. 15% were either
dissatisfied or very
dissatisfied and the
remaining 26% of
respondents gave a neutral
response.

Current Satisfaction With Community Life

Satisfied or Very Satisfied

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied or Very Dissatisfied
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How Important Is Community Life To You?

Very Important

Important

Slightly Important

Unimportant

Moderately Important

In total, 87% of
respondents rated
community life as
important or very
important to them.
10% rated it
moderately
important whilst the
remainder consider it
unimportant or
slightly important.

What Does “Community” Mean To You?
The overwhelming sentiment here is that “Community” is fundamentally about people, and
the interactions and links between them. The strongest theme is “looking out for each
other” and providing mutual help and support.
Being part of a bigger social structure generates a
sense of belonging and feeling at home. It is also
linked to locality – the people who live nearby
working together and playing together to build
their connections.
Communication is also important with a desire for
local information and being “in the loop”. There is
also a desire for being tolerant and appreciating
differences. The evolution of community over
time was also noted, needing respect for the past
whilst building for the future.
The quotes below indicate what respondents said:
“Feeling known and part of something bigger than all of us”
“Feeling at home, feeling safe, knowing that my face is recognised by others”
“People living and working together, taking care of each other and their local
environment”
“Being aware of what's going on, knowing I'm part of something and that I'm in the loop”
“A sense of belonging, where everyone is valued and respected”
“The community should have a shared sense of pride in the past, of engagement with the
present and positive and clear direction into the future”
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Desired Improvements To Community Life & Barriers To Getting
Involved
The next series of questions focused on what changes would improve our community and
also the barriers to participation:
•
•
•
•

What would you change or add to our community to improve your quality of life?
How can we build on the sense of community in our area?
What gets in the way of you taking a more active role in community life?
Thinking about the long term, what are the top three improvements that would help
build a resilient, thriving and connected community?

From the answers, there are three main themes that emerge, and these are:

Theme 1: Interaction
Creating more opportunities for people to get together and build stronger community ties is
the leading theme across this series of questions. These could be hobby groups, exercise
classes, volunteer activities or general social events. The working population express a need
for evening and weekend activities to complement daytime events.

“Get people together more. If we don't meet up, there won't be a sense of community”
“I would like to see more events/activities/clubs. Something for everyone of all ages and
interests”
“Organising events which are fun, produce something tangible and creates bonds so we
know each other better”
“More evening activities for the after work crowd to join in”

There is also a desire for a welcoming social hub for informal get-togethers. This should be
a comfortable, inviting space for residents to relax and socialise. Some concerns were
expressed about local pubs not being as central to village life as perhaps they once were,
although clearly the pandemic has had an impact.

“We are a dispersed community with no central hub - the pubs, cafes etc are really all
geared to tourists not locals”
“A decent pub for evening socialisation, sitting down for a chat, catching up with people”
“A heart, the village pub could be so much better to act as a central meeting point”
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Theme 2: Communication
More information about what’s happening in the local area is a strong recurring theme.
Both digital and non-digital routes are requested to cover everyone’s preferences. A
welcome pack for new residents is also suggested, so they can quickly discover the key facts
to settle in our area. (As the survey had a specific section on communication, this is covered
in more detail later).
“Ensure that everyone knows what is going on - a leaflet pushed through everyone's letter
box would be a start”
“Expanding communication - not just online!”
“Improve communication - use notice boards everywhere giving details for websites,
phone numbers”
“A regular newsletter/email with information about events”
“A welcome pack for new residents including important numbers, who is who, what's on
and where, the nearest local shops for produce, etc.”

Theme 3: Improved Infrastructure
More affordable local housing for people to buy or rent is considered important for the
long-term future of our community. Improved transport links are requested, including
coverage outside the main tourist season and options for evening travel.
The pressures placed on local infrastructure by ever-increasing tourist numbers is
recognised, with a need for more sustainable tourism. How can we balance the benefits
and challenges that tourism brings and how best to protect the area from its popularity?
Fast, reliable internet connections are seen to help connectivity and broaden employment
opportunities. Respondents note that improved playground facilities would provide another
social hub for residents of all ages to meet and interact.

“Affordable housing for people of all ages and income brackets”
“More housing for locals / more covenants on existing buildings so that our children can
continue to live locally”
“Create more employment and housing opportunities for young people and families - to keep
them here and our communities youthful and vibrant”
“I would like to see an improved bus service during the winter months”
“Better transport links and faster Wifi would be great”
“And a long-term plan to mitigate the impact of increasingly high visitor numbers over the
summer including impact on local communities, landscape and wildlife”
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“Achieving a balance between tourists and the needs of the businesses that serve
them/create jobs and the needs of the residents so we don't feel overrun”
“Top quality broadband would let people undertake work in our wonderful area that they
could do anywhere else in the world, but by living and working in Llanrhian they will bring
great wealth to our community”
“And a kids’ playground - parents and grandparents go there too!”

Barriers To Participation
Respondents were asked directly what gets in the way of them taking a more active role in
community life. Additional barriers emerged in the responses to other questions on
improvements to the community.
•
•
•
•
•

Time constraints (work and other commitments) are the most frequently mentioned
barrier to greater participation.
Not knowing what is going on is also a major factor, linked to the desire for more
communication.
A lack of tolerance and inclusivity is also mentioned. The main divisions centre on:
type of residency (permanent/part-time), length of residency (life-long/newcomer)
and perceived Welsh/English friction.
Inertia hinders involvement – in both attending and organising community activities.
A lack of confidence is another hurdle, not knowing where/how to get started.

“My job! I work long hours Monday to Friday”
“Not knowing who needs what support and what is going on”
“Don’t know what’s on in advance”
“Include people to show that you’re happy they are here”
“As a non-native resident, who doesn't speak Welsh, I worry if I would be accepted”
“Gossiping, being told how to live by people who have recently moved into the community”
“I’m quite new don’t want to be seen as an interfering busy body”
“The biggest challenge is to overcome inertia or indifference”
“In truth we are not proactive enough and should join in more”
“Lack of others willing to help or even take part. Same people doing all the organisation”
“Not good at putting self forward! Very good at staying busy at home”
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Communication & Access To Community Information
The second topic covered by the survey was communication and access to community
information. This included questions on preferred communication methods (including
language preference) and desired changes to improve access to local information.
•
•
•
•

Please tell us what methods you currently use to access information about what’s
happening in our community – listing the specific newsletter, Facebook page etc.
where possible.
What changes would help to improve your access to community information?
Thinking about the future, please list the top three methods you would most like to
use to access information about what’s happening in our community.
Please tell us how you would prefer to receive communications about community
activities (Options: English / Welsh / Both Welsh & English)

Communication – Key Feedback
There is a strong desire for more information/communication across our local area. A wide
variety of communication platforms (both online and offline) are currently used and
requested for the future. Strong polar opinions were expressed (e.g. always/never using
Facebook, noticeboards) indicating a variety of communication routes are needed to
maximise community inclusion.
A community newsletter is a key platform, with considerable affection for Llais Rhian. More
noticeboards are requested and these must be well-positioned and up to date. General
information (any route) can be brief but should direct the interested reader to more
detailed information. A central hub for online information would streamline and simplify
access to relevant content.

“A newsletter with upcoming events and how to contact people”
“Facebook mostly, I find it useful to say if you’re interested/going to an event so can
keep track of who’s going to be there and you can keep people updated”
“Local councillor’s (Neil Prior) newsletter is much appreciated for more serious matters
(e.g. Covid, planning, funding) and widely read”
“Word of mouth or email might prompt me to look online etc.”
“Llais Rhian esp adverts as most articles backward looking”
“Well displayed and prominent noticeboards in the places that people visit every day
such as the shop, petrol station, school gates etc.”
“Integrated Facebook page (or similar) for the locality”
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Routes To Access Community Information
Currently, email is the platform most widely used to access local information and is also the
most preferred method for future communication. A range of additional digital and nondigital routes are requested to optimise coverage.
Methods Currently Used
(number of times mentioned)
Email (34)
Facebook (23)
Word of mouth (21)
Llais Rhian/Newsletter (21)
Social media [general/Twitter/Instagram] (13)
GTI minutes (6)
Websites (5)

Preferred Future Methods
(number of times mentioned)
Email (29)
Newsletter/e-Newsletter (21)
Facebook (13)
Noticeboards (13)
Social media [general/Twitter/Instagram] (13)
Websites (13)
Word of mouth (8)
Letterbox drops (6)

Language Preferences
About two-thirds of respondents
(66%) prefer to receive
community information in
English.

Language Preference For Community
Information

One-third (34%) prefer to receive
this information in both Welsh
and English.
English

Both Welsh and English

Other Comments
Respondents were given the opportunity to share other comments about our local
community that had not been covered in other sections of the survey. The points below
highlight topics that have not been included elsewhere in this report.
• There is considerable pride in our area, in both the cultural heritage and the stunning
scenery. We should remember to celebrate this together as a community.
• Increased engagement with the younger generation is needed to gather their input
and build plans for the future.
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“Keep up local traditions as well as creating new ones to highlight special aspects of our
area, like the coast”
“More heritage projects & pride in the place that we live would be nice rather than just
selling it to tourists as a 'destination' “
“Protecting the unique nature [of this area] is going to be difficult but is crucial to its
long-term success”
“The most important input needs to be coming from the ‘younger’ and family elements
of our community because looking to the future anything that we do has to be supported
by them to be sustainable”
“We need to have an attractive value proposition for young people to stay in the area jobs that pay well and offer them a chance to develop skills, affordable housing etc.”

Conclusions & Next Steps
The survey is a revealing picture of rural community life, and presents an intimate snapshot
of a community emerging from a global pandemic, and the challenges that face it. Despite
these challenges, it is encouraging that 59% of respondents were either satisfied or very
satisfied with community life in our area.
Of the three main themes that emerged - Interaction, Communication and
Infrastructure – there are some things that are easy to fix, and others more difficult.
However, it does confirm that the Connected Community project is on the right lines and
has a part to play to help strengthen community connections.
Further, some of the suggestions made by respondents are within our collective control, and
others will require greater thought and collaboration with the authorities (e.g
Pembrokeshire County Council, Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority, and others),
not to mention volunteer time and local activism.
We also need to acknowledge that community tensions do exist, and they always will. We
can occasionally feel that sharply in our part of the world in trying to balance the impact of
tourism – enough to support local business and enterprise, but not too much that it
destroys community.
We have a rich history, and a strong connection to the past, whilst we also have a newer
population that have moved into the area and want to settle here. Generally, it seems that
we are able to be an accommodating community, but clearly tensions exist. The question
this poses is: how do we balance those tensions to create a long-term sustainable
community? There are no simple answers here but this survey is an important step in
presenting these challenges.
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Action Plan
The following action plan has been developed based on the feedback received via the
community survey.
As previously mentioned, different parties will be best placed to take the lead on each of the
action steps – e.g. the Connected Community team, the County Councillor working with the
Authorities, the Community Council, local community groups and individuals. In most cases
collaboration will be needed as this is about the collective strength of the community.
It is also worth noting that these action steps span a broad timeframe. Some of the actions
are already in progress and specific, some are mentioned to signpost and raise awareness at
this stage, and others are ideas that will need further development.
Our themes from the survey were Communication, Interaction and Infrastructure,
so the actions are listed under those headings.

Communication. The Connected Community team is best placed to establish a
communications framework for our area. To be successful, this needs support from local
community groups and individuals to provide relevant content and to manage
production/distribution.
•

•

•

•
•
•

Community Calendar. Many activity groups are already in place locally but
information on them can be scattered. We will be creating a Community Calendar to
act as a central What/Where/When of what’s happening in our area. This will only
be as good as the information received, so please contact us to help promote your
activities.
Monthly Bulletin. To compliment the Community Calendar, the Connected
Community will be creating a Monthly Bulletin to say what’s on and where. This will
be via a short, sharp e-mail, and available in your language preference. To receive
this, you will need to subscribe to the e-bulletin.
Noticeboards. Working in partnership with Llanrhian Community Council, further
investment in physical noticeboards is being made across the area. Mathry
Community Council also manage local noticeboards so please do support these
initiatives.
Llais Rhian. The Connected Community is currently re-vamping and re-launching
Llais Rhian. Please get in touch to offer your skills to help with writing, production
and distribution.
As a number of residents expressed their language preference to be Welsh, we will
be issuing the Connected Community bulletin bi-lingually.
There are multiple communication channels available to residents, and our role will
be to help amplify these, so we can promote local community groups through the
Connected Community bulletin, website and social media feeds.
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Interaction. The communications framework described above will help raise awareness
of current opportunities to interact with other community members. Local groups are
encouraged to advertise their activities via the Connected Community channels.
As we emerge from lockdown, the Connected Community team are ready to help new
initiatives get off the ground.
• Ideas. If you have an idea for a new community group or activity, the Connected
Community can help you gauge enthusiasm across the local area and put you in
touch with other interested people.
• Venues. There are a number of physical locations in our area that can be used for
group activities, including the hall at Ysgol Croesgoch. Please contact the Connected
Community team for information on all the local facilities and booking contacts.

Infrastructure. These are the “harder to do” longer term activities and so the action plan
is about awareness and a call to get involved. The issues that emerged from the survey are
addressed below:
•
•

•

•

Llanrhian Community Council and Gwelliant Trefin Improvement are funding phase 1
of the Trefin playground improvements. Get in touch for more details or to
volunteer.
Led by Councillor Neil Prior, funding has been secured to complete a local housing
needs assessment which is the first step in exploring local affordable housing
options. Early enquiries into starting a Community Land Trust have begun and this
will gain further traction in the second half of this year.
Pembrokeshire County Council are leading local infrastructure improvements, such
as rural on-demand transport and broadband. For further details of how you can
use the Fflecsi transport service click here and to register for better broadband
through Pembrokeshire County Council’s scheme, click here.
Sustainable tourism. Work has started on improvements for Porthgain, but this is
slow work and reliant on the flexibility and resources of the Authorities. Sustainable
tourism is a complex topic with no easy fix. Working with partners across the
peninsula and county, the Connected Community plans to hold further events to
explore the subject later this year. You can stay informed by subscribing to the ebulletin.

And finally, a further two actions for the Connected Community team are:
•
•

We’ll be inviting those who wanted to get involved to meet with the team and
decide how we can accelerate these actions. It’s never too late to offer your skills or
support, so please get in touch.
We’ll be running a regular “satisfaction survey” to measure and track progress.

Thank you to all who contributed to the survey. We hope you have found this to be an
interesting and inspiring read, and we’ll gladly welcome any offers of help or feedback.
Neil, Nia and Delyth.
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